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HE ART iNSTITUTE OF CHICAGO would like to express ils speciallhanks to the Lloyd A. Fry Foundation 

for its generous support of both th is publication and the accompanying exhibition. A debt is also 
owed, of course, to Chuck Close. Had it not been for his enthusiasm and his generosity with his 
time . neither the exhibition nor the catalogue would have been possible. The unstinting support of 

Peter MacGill , the director of Pace/MacGill Gallery. New York, was eq uall y crucial to the exhibition. 
Linda Fiske. Associate Director of Pace/MacGill Gallery, patiently and thoroughly gathered infonnation 
about the works. Grateful appreciation is due as well to members of the An Institute staff. The creation of 
the catalogue was ably guided by Peter Junker, whose thoughtfu l comments greatly improved the essay, 
and by Ann Wassmann Gross, whose catalogue design handsomely accommodated Mr. Close's imagery. 
In addition, John Zukowsky, Curator of Architecture, graciously offered the use of wall space outside 

Galleries 9 and 10 for hanging the exhibition. 

Chuc~ Close at W"'~ Ofl a composite Polaroid self·ponrait. 1980. 
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I. Selj.PortrairlCompositelNine Par/s, 1979. Polaroid photographs: 210.8 x 175.3 em. (83 x 69 in .). 

Len! by Barbara and Eugene Schwartz. 



hy Colin Wesrerbeck 

I 
N Breaking rhe SOl/lid Barrier, a wonderful Briti sh movie from the early 1950s, nobody can fi gure 
OUI why the planes keep crashing until one of the pilots realizes that as you reach Mach 1, all the 
controls are reversed. This is utter nonsense. of course. but as drama it is rather effective. It appeal s 
to a modem sense we have that beyond a certain point. all the laws of nature change. When speeds. 

sizes. or distances become superhuman. famili ar principles of physics no longer seem to apply. The re
cent photography of Chuck Close. wh ich has been done on a room-size camera that makes an 80 x 40-
inch Polaroid image. has a similar effect on us. In these pictures. common objects and sights like flowers 
or the human body seem to have expanded to a critical mass at which new laws of nature. or at least of 
perception. take hold. The controls are reversed. 

Consider the mammoth nudes Ihal Close has been doing. In them, Ihe naked fl esh of lithe. beautifully 
muscled young men and women loses almost completely the e rotic quality we would expect. The sheer 
scale of the photographs neutrali zes the subject matter. The nipples of the reclining fi gure in Bertrand 1/ 

(fi g. 3) appear 10 have been fonned on such different axes Ihal they look like two galaxies swirling in 
deep space, light years apart. The great expanses of skin thai our eyes must traverse to get from one of the 
model' s features to the next leaves these body parts dissociated in our minds. 

This lendency of different aspects of a si ngle subject to exist independently in the picture is enhanced 
by the way Close has placed wilh great care the di visions between Ihe shee ts of film that go 10 make up 
his panommic images. That the nipples in Berrrand /I arc in different panels is not incidental to the im
pression of separateness with which they strike us. Nor is the line down the middle of the peni s in Mark 

Dipf)'ch /I (fig. 13) on ly a bi section of the image. It is also a fonn of 
disseclion, as if the isolation and enlargement of the subjeci had been 
done as an aid to anatomical study. Likewise, in LaI/l"O Triptych (fi g. 
24), the slight displacement of the point of view from panel to panel 
flatt ens the body; we feel we are looking at some peculiar isometric 
distortion that pennits us to see the sides and front simultaneously. 
The vaSlness of these outsized bodies compels us to look at nudity in 
a way we never have before. These young men and women become 
wonders of the world rather than mere objects of desire. 

While the scale and framing of Close 's work desexes the nudes, 
it has rather the opposite effect on the presumably more innocent 
subject of flowers, These are flowers as seen by a bee, Their centers 
are deep, in vit ing, overwhelming. They are irresistibl y lush and sen
suous. and more than a litt le threatening as we hover ncar them. They 
have about them a muzzy. disheveled luxuriance. u thrill of sex, that 
the nudes avoid. This makes them not only unlike Close 's nudes, but 
also unlike Edward Weston's famous erotic imagery of vegetable 
nature. In Weston 's celebrated Pepper #30 (fi g. 2). the fonns that we 

2 . EDW"-RD W~S. P~",Jrr R30. 1930. 

S; lvcr gd'l;n prinl; 23 .9 x 19.1 em. 

The An [ml;lule o fCbicago. gift of Max 

McGraw. 19~9.66~. (Not in ~xhibil ion.) 



see locked in a naked embrace are so sinuous and elegant that they are almost classical figures. The love· 
making is ex ultant, the human sex uali ty of a very highly idealized sort. In Close's flower pictures, the 
erotic energy is myopic and groping. The imagery seems to have emerged from the sense of touch more 
than from vision or voyeurism. 

Since Weston's pictures still seem to be. a half century after their making, this medium 's definitive 
statement on eros and nature, it's hard at first for a photo historian to know how to take Close's work . It 
doesn't fit with what the moderni st tradition in photography leads us to expect. Where Close's recent 
Polaroids do make sense, however, is in the context of his own career. The flower pictures and nudes are 
an apotheosis of his art, a culmination of it not j ust in photography, but in all media. In order to appreciate 
this work, you have 10 begin by looking at how it fulfills his own artis tic development. 

R1GlNALLY CLOSE WANTED to be an abstract expressionist. Having first seen paintings by Jackson Pol· 
lock in 1953, he was still laboring under the inspiration of that artist, and of de Kooning, in the late 
1960s after fini shing his graduate studies in painting at Yale University. " In those days," he has 
said, " it was always exciting to go 10 my studio. but I didn' t like the results very much. and I didn 't 

produce much work either. Now the actual process of painting is pretty tedious a lot of the time, but the 
resul ts are good." I The trouble was that the gestural, intuitive behav ior of the action painter didn't come 
naturally 10 Close. He felt as ifhe were trying to emulate somebody else's notion of what a painter should 
do and how a painting shou ld look, While finding more suitable ways to work has left him, he admits, 
"with fewer of the highs I used to have in the studio, .. . I also don't have the tremendous lows that would 
come when the whole painting would fal l apart in front of my eyes." 2 

His intui tions told him to do something very different from what his early heroes had done as paint· 
ers. Paradoxically, he fe lt constricted - indeed, paral yzed at times - by the limitless choices that ab· 
slTact painting gave him. He thought that it would be liberating to deal with imagery that was just a given, 
so he began doing constructions employing photographs that he got from magazines, family albums, and 
record covers. This wasn't quile the solut ion either; but some experiments working with an airbrush on 
canvas felt more like the right track. Then. one day when he was photographing a painting done this way, 
havi ng a frame or two left over in the camera after he'd gotten all the documentation he needed, he took a 
picture of his own face, and that opened up a whole new world of poss ibilities for him. Working from 
phOiographs and using only himself or his friends as subjects, he began doing a series of large·sca1e, 
tightly cropped portraits of heads (see fig s. 6. 7). The advantage of such imagery lay in the '"restrictions" 
it imposed on the painting: "no matter how interesting a shape was," Close has explained, "if il wasn't in 
the photograph, I couldn 't use it." 3 

Since it was the mechanical reproduct ion that appealed to him in photography, Close began to apply 
that aspect of the medium to painting. He adapted to painting in acryl ics with the airbrush the methods by 
which printing presses reproduce color photographs. From the transparency of one of his ponraits, three 
color separations - cyan. magenta, and ye llow - wou ld be turned into fi ve dye·transfer photographic 



3. Bertrand 1/, 1984. Polaroid photographs; 259.1 x 528.4 cm. (102 x 208 in.). 

Pace/MacG ill Gallery. 

, .. ,,' I 
4. Laura /, 1984. Polaroid photographs: 259. 1 x 528.4 cm. (102 x 208 in.). 

Pace/MacGi ll Gallery. 



prints that he could use to layer colors onto the canvas one at a time. He even wore over his glasses filters 
corresponding to the color he was working on in order to screen out everything else as he added that par
ticular hue dot by airbrush dot. Thus did Close transfonn himself from an abstract express ionist into a 
figurative minimalist. Using photographS as a way to limit his approach to painting, he removed hi s work 
about as far as was humanly possible from the open-ended, improvisational techniques of action painters. 

Although he didn't know it at the time, one reason he was having trouble making himself into an 
abstract ex pressionist, and found it much more sati sfying to fill in a grid with dots, is that he is dyslexic. 
He had insti nctively devised a technique that pennitted him to work toward the completion of each pic
ture without having to reconceptual ize it, which he found impossible, every lime he added another stroke 
of paint. He only discovered the source of his difficulties a few years ago when, after anending a lecture 
on learning disabilities in which he recognized some of his own symptoms, he decided to have himself 
tested. When he was a teenager, he had been told to consider going to trade school because he was "too 
dumb" for anything else. What he did instead, many years later, was to make dumbness inlO an aesthetic. 
He created a kind of painting that turns on the world a blank stare, thereby revealing to us a strangeness 
and mystery that we, without his help, would be incapable of seeing. He has based his art on the perpetu
ation of a sooth ing kind of monotony for which he alone has a special gift. 

A
T THE TIME when he came to New York City - 1967- and in the company he began keeping upon 
his arrival, the impulse to make dumb art was not all that unusual . Minimali st sculptor Richard 
Serra, for whom Close and other young artists would serve as assistants whenever a new sculpture 
had to be assembled, often spoke of his pieces in those terms. "Richard wamed to make the dumb

est sculpture he could," Close recalls, "something that didn ' t depend on a sophisticated or artful manipu
lation of the materials. We all wanted to de-artify our work, to make someth ing that didn't look like art.'>4 
Their friend Philip Glass was trying to make a comparable kind of music, one whose notes were as relent
lessly, insistently repetitious as the surfaces of Close 's photo-based paintings. 

When Close speaks of the apprehensiveness he felt as an abstract expressionist, he always phrases it 
the same way. His remark from 1987 (quoted above, p. 6), about watching a painting "fall apart" in front 
of his eyes, echoes statements made as long ago as 1972, when he said that he could not stand to see his 
piclUres "go to pieces" even as he painted them.~ He has turned his hells into benefits, as Emerson said 
we must, by making the disintegration of the image into a fundamental part of his an. Beginning with the 
photograph, Close has translated his portraits into a whole array of OIher media - acrylic on gessoed 
canvas, watercolor, ink , mezzotint, graphite on paper, et cetera. He has even used an ink pad and his own 
fi ngerprint or big, tinted spitballs of pulp pressed together to make a handmade paper. The point was to 
see how vestigial and merely suggestive an image could be and still evoke the subject. 

These ultra-reduction ist versions of the portraits of the 1960s and '70s were a tour de fo rce that at
tracted much notice. The photographs on which they were based were taken to be only a kind of neutral 
ground, like the whi te gesso under the paint, over which imagery in other media could be layered. Yet if 



5. Cockscomb Diptych. 1987. Polaroid photographs: 259.1 x 2 17.2 cm. ( 102 x 85· 1/2 in.). 
Pace/MacGill Gallery. 
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6. Photo maqucuc forG .... ynM (1982), 1980. 

Black and while Polaroid phOlOgrllph; SO.8 x 4O.6cm. (20 x 16 in. ). 

7. G"")'nnt, 1982. W.tc rcolor on paptr mou nted on c""vas; 

188.6 X 148 Cm. (74 1/4 x 58 1/4 in. ). 

Pa«JMacGill Gallery . (Chicogo only.) um by MI. and Mrs. David Pit"lOu •. (Chka8o only.) 

the dots of color or impressions of Close' s fi nger fill ing a grid were a way to break down reali ty, then the 
grain structure of the pholOgraph is, conversely, a way to build it up. Pan of the attraction the Polaroid 
material has for him is that since the negative is always the same size as the print. the grain remains all 
but imperceptible. Hav ing al firsl lried to reduce a whole human face to some smudges on a liny piece of 
paper, he now enlarges a few petals on a nower to almost seven feet. 

1 
HE FINGERPRI NT DRAWINGS of a decade ago and the large-format Polaroids Close has been doi ng lately 
are at opposite ends of a visual spectrum along which his work has had a continuous development. 
The composite self-ponraits made up of 24-inch prints (see fig. I) are just an eXlension of the grid 
on which he has constructed imagery in other media, and the panoramic nudes or flowers done in 

SO-inch prinls carry the same line of investigation funher sti ll. The course of his career in recent years 
seems an effon 10 compensate for the earl ier lack of acknowledgment of photography's imponance 10 his 
work , for he has been devoting more and more time to these big Polaroids that are intended as ends in 
themselves rather than as maqueues for paintings. Having begun by usi ng photographs as a basis for ren
derings of other kinds, he has ended up back at photography again. His career has come full circle. 

That Close has mastered so many different media indicates his ambition to achieve a cenain compre
hensiveness with his work. How crucial photography is to this closure or completion to which he would 
bring his vision can be seen from the way in which his present activity as a photographer revives aspects 

I ~ 



of his earlier work that he had originally used photography to escape. Making photographs on the big 
Polaroid camera is a drama all its own. The camera is housed at the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston be
cause its original purpose. and still its primary use, is to make studies of detail s of works of an. The 
chamber itself is a room , like an enonnous Renaissance camero obsclIra , that is 12 x 12 x 16 feet. When
ever possible Close actually stands inside to walch the inverted image appear on the huge sheet of Polar
oid film that has been vacuum-sucked 10 the wall opposite the lens. Outside, the subject has been care
full y positioned on a fork-lift truck, since the lens is fixed, so that the framing and focus will fa ll just 
where Close wants. 

Working this way with nude models or with nowers, which tend to wilt from the intense heat of the 
modeling lights even as Close is putting them in place, can be nerve-wracking. " It puts me in a terrific 
state of tension and anxiety," he confesses. "You have to remember to close down the lens, cock the shut
ter. purge the strobes, or whatever - all kinds of stuff that I never need to think about when I'm alone in 
my studio painting. I' m a nervous wreck by the end of a day spent working with the crew up there. And 
you have to be fast on your feet too, because you only have so much time in which to get it done; a lot of 

8. !'hou> maquclle for Franuj(O fl (1988). 1988. Polaroid pholograph; 

61.0 X SO.8 em. (24 X 20 in. ). 

U,n1 by Richard Gallcrani. (Chicago only.) 
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9. Francuco fl . 1988. Oil on canvas; 

182.9 X 152.4 em. (72 X 60 in.). 

The p~ Gallery ." 



what goes on is like a kind of crisis management. You have to make decisions constant ly. [t makes me 
absolutely franti c." 6 This is the way he sounds when he's talking about how it felt. years ago. to be an ab
stract painter. Because thi s kind of photography forces him to conceptualize an entire image . right on the 
spot. it is something of a throw-back to his early trials and tribulations as an expressionist. The truth is 
that he never rejected that experience: it was on ly the results that disappointed him. He has always looked 
for artistic chHnces to go back and reclaim some of what had to be left behind. He has implici tly pre
served many of the principles of abstraction in his work , and he has found wHyS to re trieve behaviors Hnd 
emotions that he gave up on ly reluctantly. The photography he is doing now is important to him not least 
of all because it penn its him to reincorporate into his work aesthetic activities without which, he recog
nizes, no art can be truly complete. Making those heroic Polaroids lets him feel once more what he calls 
"the thrill of being in trouble."'7 

That Close is now painting in oils again (see fig. 9) is a sure sign that he feels confident returning to 
options he had closed off earl ier. In the recent portraits of himse lf and other artists. the matrix of color 
dots has become looser. less machined, more impressionistic. In the brushwork on these Cll1lvaSeS, we can 
see the amount of English that Close has put on every stroke as he applied it. His wrist imparts to eaeh a 
slightly different inflection from the one before it . And yet, despite the degree of interpretation that these 
individual daubs of color suggest when examined closely, the overall effect is still of the kind of impas
sive, even-handed image that the photo maquettes for the paintings contain. Close obviously likes the in
crease in paradox that th is disparity between detail and whole creates in his work. It represents one more 

10. BiK N",;Ie. 1%7·68. Acrylic 00 can_as: 3(J..I .8 x 670.6 em.(l20 x 264 in.). Collcclioo oT the ani!l . (NO! in e~hibilioo. ) 
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I I . Ch,.YSGllfhemlllll Triptych. 1987. Polaroid photographs: 259. I x 327.7 em. (102 x 129 in.), 

Pace/MacGill Gallery. 
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12. Celosia (Cockscomb). 1987. Polaroid 

photograph: 246.4 x 109.2 em. (97 x 43 in.). 
Paee/MaeGill Gallery. 



step toward an all-inclusive reconciliation between expressionism and minimalism. abstract and pop, 

painting and photography. 
In yet another way. the panoramic Polaroid nude emitled Laura I (fig. 4) has the same significance. II 

goes right back to that moment when Close was giving up abstraction. for his break-out image was a 22-

foot long painting of a nude lounging in almost exactly the same position (Big Nude , fig. 10). He rejected 
that experiment because it had certain "hot spots,'" aesthetic erogenous zones that received more allen
tion than other areas, whereas he wamed his figu rative work to have the sort of impartial, equally distrib
uted emphasis that a Pollock painting has. Photo imagery like Laura I at last achieves for the nude the 

desired effect that had eluded him in the 1967-68 painting. 

OTH CLOSE's CAREER in general and his use of photography in particular have always been hard to 
classify. When Will iam C. Seitz wrote about the new photo-realist painters for Art in America in 

1972, the only place he could find to stick Close, who might have been considered an essential fig-
ure for a discussion like this, was an aside quoting some rather negative remarks cri tic Hilton Kra

mer had made about Close's paiming. 9 The difficult ies inherent in categorizing him have left Close 
seeming like a bit of a loner and an oddball at ti mes, but it has also allowed his work to appear fresh and 

new again and again in differen t contex ts as the movements, fashio ns. and ideas that make up the art 

world have changed. 
Fifteen to twemy years ago when Close was appropriating imagery from magazines and beginning to 

experiment with intentionally dumb pictures of his own making, he might have been thought of as a con
ceptualist. Today he might be considered a premature postmodemist. an image recycler of the sort whose 
work now has great currency. What I earl ier called the disintegration of the image in his work is also a 

fonn of deconstruction, an analysis of the way that the medium in which a subject is seen affects our per
ception of it. The grid of dots through which each face appears in his paintings represents it as it would 
look on television or in a reproduction in a magazine. At the same time that Close's photographs are part 

of his commentary on the issues raised by his painting, the pai nting itself is a comment on issues that 
have been raised fo r photography by postmodemism. Close's ambition to attain a kind of completeness 
with his art is reflected in the number of contemporary topics like these that his work addresses. 

Though Close may seem at the moment to be someone who doesn' t fit into the history of photogra

phy as we know it, he may make a place for himself there in the future. After al l, in the 1920s and '305, a 
lot of the artists who adopted photography, such as Man Ray or Uszl6 Moholy-Nagy, didn' t seem to be
long to the medium's history either. Yet their infl uence is as central now as that of anybody who ever 
picked up a camera. Whether Close comes to occupy such a position or not, what will always mailer to 
him more is the importance that photography has had in relation to other media in his own career. If Ed

ward Weston's pepper (fig. 2) is the apotheosis of his vision as a photographer, Close's flowers come 
near to having the same signi ficance among his works, not just in this medium, but in all the media that 
he has adopted. 

I ~ 



In the flowers, the content of the image and (he photographic style that Close has carefull y developed 
over the years mesh completely. The funky sexuality of his blooms - the way in which they are often 
fad ing, wilting, drooping, dying, turning brown around the edges - is the perfect counlerpan for the 
shallow, differenlial focus that he prefers and the rough, usually misaligned edges of the mUltipanel 
prints. The unfocused centers, tendrils, and leaves combine with the occasional uneven frame or the un
finished bleed lines along the bottom to give these images the spontaneous, gestural feel of expressionist 
painting. AI the same time, these effects along the border or in the background prov ide a context for a 
precise, mechanical realism unique to camera imagery. 

A similar description might serve to characterize Close's career as a whole, which has also been a 
development where one kind of artistic vision became the cOnlext for another that is its dialectical oppo
site. Like the petals on a sunflower or spider mum in the photographs themselves, Close's career has radi
ated out into the contemporary an world in many directions, and at the cenler of his blossoming in many 
different media is his work in photography. 

Nom 
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13. Mark Dipf)'ch 11.1984. Polaroid photographs; 259.1 x 2 15.9 eln . ( 102 x 85 in.). 

Pace/MacGill Gallery. 
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14. SUllflower TripTych (Alive), \987. Polaroid photographs; 259. \ x 327.7 em. ( 102 x 129 in.). 
Pace/MaeG il1 Gal lery. 



15. SII1if1ower Triptych (Dead). 1987. Polaroid photographs: 259. 1 x 307.3 cm. (102 x 12 1 in.). 
The Regis Colleclion. Minneapolis. 
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16. Fuji Mum, 1987. Polaroid photographs: 262.9 x 215.9 em. (103-1/2 x 85 in.). 
Len! by Barbara and Daniel Fendrick. 
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17. AlllhllrillnJ. 1987. Polaroid photographs: 259.1 x 212.7 em. (102 x 83-3/4 in.). 

Paec/MaeGil1 Gallery. 
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18. Pro/illS. 1988. Polaroid photographs: 269.2 x 217.2 em. (106 x 85· 1/2 in .). 
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19. Carter Tript)'cll, 1984. Polaroid pholOgraphs: 259. 1 x 325. 1 em. (102 x 128 in.). 
Pace/fv1acGi ll Gallery. 
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20. Chrysanthemum (Light), 1988. Polaroid 
photograph: 259.1 x 109.2 em. ( 102 x 43 in.). 

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Goldberg. (Not in exhibition.) 

2 1. Liarris. 1987. Polaroid photograph: 
259. 1 x 109.2 em. (102 x 43 in.). 

Paee/MaeGill Gallery. 



22. Gladioll/s. 1987. Polaroid photograph: 
246.4 x 109.2 em. (97 x 43 in .). 

Paee/MaeGill Gallery. 

23. Chrysanthemum (Dark). 1988. Polaroid 
photograph: 259.1 x 109.2 em. (102 x 43 in.). 

Pace/MaeGil l Gallery. 
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24. Laura Triptych, \984. Polaroid photographs: 259.1 x 325 .1 em. (102 x 128 in.), 

PaceIMacG ill Gallery. 
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Ex OffICIO H ONORARY T RUSTEES 

Eugene Sawyer. Atling Mayor. Cil), of Chicago 

Ronald D. Picur, Comptroller. Ciry of Chicago 
William Banholomay, Presidem. Chicago Park Disirici 

Jack Mathews. Treasurer, Chicago Park Dislriel 

Ex OffICIO T RUSTEES 

James N. Wood. DireclOr. The An Instilule of ChicQgQ 

Anthony Jones, PresidellI. The School of The ArllnSlilule ",Chicago 
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Bany F. Sullivan 

Mrs. Thomas S. Tyler 

Dr. Karl J , Weintraub 

Edward Byron Smith 

Mrs. Thoodore D. Tieken 

Payson S. Wild 

Anhur MacDougall Wood 

Will iam Wood Prince 






